
 Artificial intelligence

Answer  the questions with your own ideas. Make sure to use gerunds or infinitives. 
.

1.  What  AI app is the most interesting for you? Why?…………………………… …………………… …
…………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Which AI app do you use most often? Why do you use it?  …………………………… …………………… …
…………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3.  Which AI app is the most annoying? Explain. ………………………………………………………………………
…………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4.   What AI app do you never use? Why?…………………………………………………………………………….
…………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5.  What  would be the dream AI app for you? Use your imagination ………………………………………………
…………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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1. -	improves	safety
				-	___________________________

autocomplete            digital assistant       translation app         social media feed       robot floor cleaner

  shopping recommendations            speech-to-text           chatbot        facial recognition

Match the AI apps  to the pictures. Then listen to the audio and write notes about their benefits or disadvantages.

2. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

3. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

4. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

5. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

6. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

7. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

8. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________

9. -	___________________________
				-	___________________________



Hello everyone. Today, we're discussing the benifits ,or maybe disadvantages, of  artificial intelligence apps. The 
first example of artificial intelligence we're going to look at is facial recognition.  Luke, tell me some of the 
benefits of facial recognition.    Do you use facial recognition? 
Yes. I use Face ID, to open my Iphone. I think it's usually good! Facial recognition helps improves safety and 
security.  I only had a problem with it when I was wearing a mask. 
Very good! Our second example of AI, is a digital assistant.  Molly, what digital assistant do you use? 
I use  Alexa, from Amazon. 
So, what do you ask Alexa to do for you? 
I ask Alexa  to  remind me to do things. For example, Alexa  wakes me up in the morning.  And I can ask Alexa 
to  play any  music I want, and I can chat with it  when I  am  alone.  
Wow! Alexa certainly is your friend.  Alright, next is autocomplete. How does autocomplete help you, Jacob? 
I think autocomplete is fantastic!  It can help you write search queries, and you can write chat messages really 
quickly. It  saves,  a lot of time and energy. 
Absolutely true! The fourth AI application, we want to look at, is online shopping recommendations. Ashley, I 
know you do a lot of online shopping. 
I sure do! 
So tell me why you like it? 
Well, it suggests things that I already want. It's very smart.  And, online shopping recommendations make 
shopping, a fun and easy experience. 
Ok, Number 5 is social media feeds, like Tick Tock, and Instagram. How do you feel about them, Libby? 
TikTock and Instagram get you addicted, in no time. You might waste a lot of time doing nothing at all. But, I still 
love them. So entertaining! I learn about so much stuff I never knew before. 
Well, I hope you at least finish your homework first. Ok! Number 6, is the robot floor cleaner, What do you think 
Ryan? 
So cool! Now, my parents never ask me to clean the floor. And, if you buy a robot floor cleaner, you will never 
have to worry about dust again. 
You're so lazy! Let's go to Number 7. Neerja, tell me why you like translation apps. 
They are wonderful! They help me   communicate easilly when I travel abroad. And they are so useful when you 
study other languages. I can figure out  words or meanings of words instantly! 
Excellent! We couldn't live without them now, could we? Number 8 is chatbots. When do you use chat bots, 
Connor? 
Sometimes, like when I do online banking and I don't know how to find something. The chatbot guides me 
through the system, step by step. However, sometimes I think they are quite stupid. They don't understand what 
I want. 
On the stupid chatbot. Not very intelligent. Finally, we come AI app Number 9.   
Oh wow! So useful! if you are a blogger or video maker, a speech to text app, or, a test to speech app, can save 
so much time. You don't have to spend a lot of time writing or speaking. You have more time to be creative and 
organize your content. 
Ok everyone, we are finished. What an interesting discussion!! See you next week. 
 


